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Abstract— This research investigates hashtag suggestions in
a heterogeneous and huge social network, as well as a
cognitive-based deep learning solution based on distributed
knowledge graphs. Community detection is first performed to
find the connected communities in a vast and heterogeneous
social network. The knowledge graph is subsequently generated
for each discovered community, with an emphasis on expressing
the semantic relationships among the Twitter platform’s user
communities. Each community is trained with the embedded deep
learning model. To recommend hashtags for the new user in the
social network, the correlation between the tweets of such user
and the knowledge graph of each community is explored to set
the relevant communities of such user. The models of the relevant
communities are used to infer the hashtags of the tweets of such
users. We conducted extensive testing to demonstrate the useful-
ness of our methods on a variety of tweet collections. Experimen-
tal results show that the proposed approach is more efficient than
the baseline approaches in terms of both runtime and accuracy.

Index Terms— Cognitive computing, deep learning, hashtag
recommendation, semantic analysis, social network.

I. INTRODUCTION

COGNITIVE computing development has been largely
increased in the last five years. In particular, Siri, Google

Assistant, Cortana, and Alexa are a few of the best examples
of cognitive computing technologies, which imitate human
personality and address the common challenges in natural
language processing [1]. Social network analysis is the process
of incorporating the fundamental concepts of graph theory in
studying the different properties and features of large social
networks. It is a combination between nodes and edges, where
nodes represent the users and edges represent the connection
among the users [2]. Cognitive computing for social network
analysis has recently become high research of interest where
analyzing and handling the semantic features in the social
network is crucial [3], [4].
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Hashtags are one of the well-known semantic representa-
tions for various social networks, such as Twitter or Face-
book [5]. The hashtags are metadata added to the main
contents to easily identify the given message with a specific
theme or content [6]. Hashtag recommendation has the goal
to label the nontagged tweets with relevant hashtags from the
tweet collection. It is used in various applications, such as
business intelligence [7], multimedia analysis [8], and/or smart
cities [9].

A. Motivations

Two types of solutions have been developed for hash-
tags recommendation, approaches which study the correla-
tion among the tweets collection, these solutions use the
pattern discovery in recommending the hashtags [10]–[12].
Other solutions attempt the use of the deep learning
architectures to learn the hashtag recommendation process
[13]–[15]. Solutions to pattern discovery are high time and
memory consuming, whereas solutions to deep learning suffer
from accuracy. This is explained by the fact that the tweets
in the social network are heterogeneous, where different
types of hashtags may be published. In addition, the same
meaning of different hashtags may be observed, for instance,
the hashtags #Play and #Game are different hashtags that
represent the same meaning. To improve the accuracy of the
deep learning solutions, without loss of the processing runtime,
we develop in this research work, an intelligent framework,
which combines the community detection to study the different
correlations among the tweets, the deep learning to learn the
hashtag recommendation process and the knowledge graphs to
represent the semantic meaning of the different hashtags.

B. Contributions

This article presents a new intelligent framework for rec-
ommending hashtags. Our methodology consists in exploring
dependencies among the tweets in the social network and uses
deep learning to learn the hashtag recommendation process
from highly correlated tweets, by incorporating the knowledge
graph to describe the semantic meaning of the different
hashtags in the social network. The main contributions of the
presented work can be summarized as follows.

1) We propose an intelligent approach to recommending
the hashtags of the nontagged tweets. It explores com-
munity detection, deep learning, and knowledge graphs.
Community detection is performed to find the highly
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correlated communities of users in the social network.
The embedded deep learning is trained on tweets of each
community of highly correlated users.

2) We propose a semantic strategy to represent the different
meaning of the hashtags of highly correlated users.
We also use the shared knowledge base to represent
the same meaning of the hashtags of the different
communities. Both knowledge graphs and the shared
knowledge base are used to select the relevant tweets
and models in the recommendation process.

3) We perform intensive experiments on different tweets
collection. The results of experiments reveal that the pro-
posed framework outperforms the baseline algorithms in
terms of both runtime and accuracy.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section II
studies the main existing hashtag recommendation algorithms,
followed by a detailed explanation of the developed framework
in Section III. Section IV evaluates the results of the designed
model compared with the existing approaches. Section V
presents the main directions in exploring the community detec-
tion, the knowledge graphs, and the deep learning for solving
the hashtag recommendation problem. Finally, Section VI
shows the final conclusion of this article and provides possible
extensions as the future works.

II. RELATED WORK

Solutions to the hashtag recommendation problem [16]–[20]
may be divided into two categories. Traditional-based solu-
tions use classical data mining, machine learning approaches
in recommending the relevant hashtags, and advanced-based
hashtag recommendation solutions, which use the recent deep
learning architectures in learning and predicting the relevant
hashtags. Next, we highlight works that fall into both cate-
gories.

Zhao et al. [21] developed a personalized hashtag recom-
mendation strategy based on user profiling and latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) to first determine the frequencies of all
hashtags of the top-k similar users and then recommend
the most relevant hashtags to the given user. Li et al. [22]
suggested the use of the probabilistic latent factor model
and the content information to analyze the user profiles and
detect the set of personalized hashtags. First, the set of
user and microtopic latent factors are calculated. Then, the
best microtopics are retrieved for each user by fitting the
distribution of the derived models from the previous step.
Gong et al. [14] disseminated a model that is generative. The
model can integrate textual and visual information to be
used for hashtag recommendation. The authors use a Gibbs
model for sampling to decipher hidden topics. Xie et al. [23]
developed a clustering-based algorithm to analyze microblogs
in the context of social network analysis. To increase the
accuracy of event clustering, the provenance-based community
partition is used along with local modularity. Incremental clus-
tering is also explored to filter noisy data, enable event data,
and enable dynamic migration. Liu et al. [24] introduced a
model that exploits hierarchical relations like: hashtag/hashtag,
hashtag/tweet, tweet/word, and word/word. This helps for the

semantic understanding of the tweets that are tagged. Next,
the authors use an embedding system that is content-based to
assist in the derivation of network embedding. Liu et al. [25]
developed a deep learning-based strategy for detecting stigma-
tized content on online social network platforms. This method
used semantic-based quantitative analysis to uncover important
spatiotemporal aspects of COVID-19 stigma to provide timely
warnings and risk mitigation. Almuqren and Cristea [26] took
aim at the Saudi Telecommunication Company, Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia, and monitored their customers’ satisfaction via Twitter
and questionnaire analysis in real time. They used social media
mining and a quantitative method to assess customer satis-
faction with a telecommunications provider. Gao et al. [27]
developed a hybrid deep neural network system for microblog
recommendation. The user interest tags with interest topics are
used for deriving the candidate’s recommended microblogs.
In addition, a collection of heterogeneous features is extracted
to show microblogs. Kumar et al. [12] developed a new
approach that deal with the data spareness in hashtag recom-
mendation systems. The idea is to explore the useful features
of the external resources. It also used both the lexical and
topical features in enriching the semantic context of the rec-
ommended hashtags. Chen et al. [28] developed an intelligent
method based on graph convolution neural network to predict
the relevant hashtags. The process is composed of three main
steps. Each data representation is first handled separately, the
features of images are extracted using the convolution neural
network, and the features of sequences of text are extracted
using the long short term memory [29]. These features are used
for edge generation. The graph of features is trained to predict
the hashtags of nontagged tweets. Jelodar et al. [30] used
the LDA to study the correlation among the scholar-context
documents. The probabilistic modeling is explored with the
Gibbs sampling strategy to analyze one of the top eight
conference publications in information retrieval and software
engineering. Sert et al. [31] introduced the topic dynamics of
Twitter content and analyze more than one million tweets with
the hashtag “COVID.” The study showed that the hygiene
lifestyle is decreased when the official announcement of the
first COVID is released. The results also revealed that a
number of friends and followers with COVID hashtags are
highly connected compared with others. Saini et al. [32] is the
first work, which explores both the images and the tweet text
in microblog summarizing. The new evolutionary computation
algorithm is proposed with a novel multi-objective function,
several dimensions for microblog summarizing are considered
such tweet similarity, the maximum number of hashtags per
tweet, and the redundancy factor. Naseem et al. [33] analyzed
the COVID views by pointing out followers who share the
social media on Twitter. The COVIDSENTI data are created,
which is a large dataset for sentiment and Twitter analysis. The
tweets are annotated within three classes, positive, negative,
or neutral.

When looking at the algorithms proposed to date, they
tend to ignore correlations and dependencies that may exist
between tweets. Overall, these actions would reduce the
quality of the recommendation process for hashtags. In this
work, we explore and study the major correlations among the



Fig. 1. CKD-HR framework.

tagged tweets. We also present a novel learning model that
makes use of knowledge graphs and community detection to
find the relevant tweets that should be used in the hashtag
recommendation.

III. CKD-HR FRAMEWORK

A. Principle

This section presents our framework for community detec-
tion with a knowledge graph and deep learning for hashtag rec-
ommendation (CKD-HR). As illustrated in Fig. 1, the purpose
is to accurately select the relevant tweets for recommending
the relevant hashtags of the nontagged tweets. It explores
community detection, knowledge graph, and deep learning to
determine the set of relevant hashtags to the nontagged tweets.
The main idea is to apply the divide-and-conquer model to get
the subsolutions and then combine all the subsolutions into a
global solution. The process starts by applying the community
detection to the social network and creating communities
inside the network. Each community contains highly correlated
users, each user provides tagged tweets. The knowledge graph
is then created for each community in the network, which
results in a graph inside each community of users describing
its hashtags in the tweets. For instance, the hashtag #Play
has high similarity with #Game, less similarity with #Enjoy,
and nonsimilarity with #Food. The knowledge graph of each
community is then matched to each other in order to create
a set of shared knowledge bases containing similar concepts
and properties of each pair of communities in the network.
In addition, the embedded deep learning model is trained on
each tweet of communities. To tag the tweets of the new user,
the most relevant communities to such tweets are selected, and
the models of such communities are used in the inference step
for recommending the hashtags of such tweets. The selection
of the relevant communities is based on both the knowledge
graphs and the shared knowledge base among communities.

Note that the results of the CKD-HR solution are the best
model trained with the set of recommended hashtags for the
new tweets in live. The best model can also be used to
recommend hashtags for future tweets. In the remainder of
this section, we show how to use all these concepts in the
CKD-HR framework.

B. Community Detection

We investigate community detection to identify the corre-
lation between the set of tweets in the large social network.
In this stage, we consider the social network, in which each
user is a node, and an edge is formed between two users if they
are connected. After constructing the user graph, we utilize
the Louvain algorithm [34] to create highly connected user
communities. It optimizes the correlation among communi-
ties, which implies comparing the densities of users within
communities to users from other communities. It combines
several communities as one single node and creates condensed
subgraphs by incrementally using this hierarchical clustering
model. The procedure begins by putting each user in a separate
community, and then progressively merges communities until
the gain in correlation is stable. All existing communities are
scanned for each iteration, and for each community, it exam-
ines neighbors’ communities and merges the most comparable
community to the processed one. This work will result in a
collection of communities. Each community, as defined by
the proposed model, is a strongly correlated subgraph. In this
situation, a community is a group of users who are closely
linked and correlated.

C. Deep Learning

In this article, we present a deep learning architecture based
on entity embedding to deal with textual data. In the first
step, the structure is represented as a vector of features by
generating embeddings. Before being passed to the output



layer, the created feature vectors are coupled to two fully
connected layers. To compress the structured data into feature
vectors, the bag of words approach was used. First, a series of
visual words are formed from the data. Data and words from
each row are combined to create a matrix called DW with
d rows and w columns (the number of samples and words,
respectively). Each element DW (i, j) indicates whether or
not the i th data are present in the j th word. The input of
the network is the matrix of visual words of highly correlated
tweets, and the output will be a set of hashtags of such tweets.
The aim is to learn the hashtag recommendation process for
each community detected above. As a result of this step, k
different models are created, each of which is trained from
the tweets of the users of the given community. Note that k
is the number of communities detected in the previous step.

D. Knowledge Graphs

In order to represent the semantic meaning of the hash-
tags, the knowledge graphs are incorporated into the hashtag
recommendation process. The knowledge graph is created for
describing the hashtags of each community of users. The
hashtags of each community are parsed, where a link between
two hashtags is built if these two hashtags are similar to
a certain degree. In order to find similar hashtags among
communities, knowledge graph matching is used. For each
two pair of communities, the knowledge graph matching
process [11] is used in order to find the similar hashtags among
the knowledge graphs of these communities. As a result of this
step, two main components are created.

1) A set of the knowledge graph, each knowledge graph
represents the relations of the hashtags in the given
community of users.

2) Shared knowledge base which represents the similar
hashtags among each two pair of communities if it
exists.

E. Selection of Relevant Models/Tweets

To recommend hashtags for the tweets of the new user,
we need to efficiently explore the knowledge graph, and the
knowledge base builds in the previous step. The words are
generated from each tweet, and the similarity between each
word and the hashtag of each knowledge graph is determined.
The knowledge graph with high similarity with the words
of each tweet is returned and added to the set of relevant
knowledge graphs (RKG). The shared knowledge base is
then explored where the knowledge graphs that have shared
hashtags with the elements of RKG are recursively added to
RKG. The models of the communities where their knowledge
graphs are in RKG are finally explored to infer/recommend
the hashtags of the tweets of the new user by concatenating
the outputs of all selected models.

F. Improvement With Hyperparameter Optimization

In this research work, different deep learning models have
been deployed each trained a given community of tweets.
In order to improve the learning process of the hashtag

Algorithm 1 CKD-HR Algorithm
1: Input:

T = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn}: the set of n tweets for training;
T � = {T �1, T �2, . . . , T �m}: the set of m tweets used in the
inference phase;

2: Output:
best_model: the best model generated in the training
phase;
H : the set of recommended hashtags for each tweet in T �;

3: ************Before Training *****************
4: C ← Louvain(T );
5: K G← ∅;
6: for c ∈ C do
7: K G ← K G ∪ K nowledgeGraphConstruction(T, C);
8: end for
9: ************Training*****************

10: error_loss ←∞;
11: best_model ← ∅;
12: for generation in maximum_generations do
13: S← generate_solutions(generation);
14: current_model← DeepLearning(T, K G, S);
15: if error(current_model) ≤ error_loss then
16: best_model ← current_model;
17: error_loss ← error(current_model);
18: end if
19: end for
20: ************Inference*****************
21: Hc ← ∅;
22: for T �i ∈ T � do
23: H _i ← best_model(T �i );
24: H ← H ∪ Hi ;
25: end for
26: return (best_model, H ).

recommendation, we propose to optimize the hyperparameters
of the models used.

Definition 1: We called H P to be the set of hyperparame-
ters of the deep learning models used in the training.

For instance, the number of epochs, the number of batches,
the number of layers in the network, and the activation
functions are the hyperparameters of the models.

Definition 2: We define the domain value of each hyperpa-
rameter hp, noted V (hp), which contains all possible values
of hp.

For instance, the domain value of the activation function
is the set {Binary step, linear, sigmoid, tanh, leaky, relu,
parameterized relu, exponential linear unit, swish, softmax}.

Definition 3: The configuration space CS is defined by the
set of all possible configurations. Each configuration in CS is
a vector of possible values in V (hp).

For instance, the configuration (“Softmax”, 16, 100, 0.05)
represents the following settings.

1) Activation function is set to “Softmax.”
2) The number of batches is set to 16.
3) The number of epochs is set to 100.
4) The loss rate is set to 0.05.



Fig. 2. CKD-HR versus state-of-the-art solutions: accuracy on small data.

Fig. 3. CKD-HR versus state-of-the-art solutions: accuracy on medium data.

Finding the best values for all hyperparameters of the
models of CKD-HR needs to explore all the configuration
space in CS. This is high time consuming where the number
of possible configuration is the combination of all possible
values of the hyperparameters in hp times the number of
communities, which is determined by

|CS| =
|H P |∏

i=1

|V (hpi)| × |C|. (1)

The configuration space is huge. For instance, if we only
consider 500 possible values for epoch parameter, 200 pos-
sible value for error rate, and 100 communities, the size of
the configuration space is 10 million configurations. There-
fore, traditional search-based strategies, such as branch and
bound [35], and A* [36] became inefficient for such a high
number of configurations. Therefore, the evolutionary compu-
tation approaches are applied to accurately find a configuration
that is as close to the optimal one as possible. We used the
genetic algorithm, the well-known algorithm for evolutionary
optimization. First, the initial population is randomly gener-
ated, where each individual is created from the configuration
space. The crossover and mutation operators are then applied
to explore the configuration space. To maintain consistent
population size, every individual is evaluated by making use of
the hashtag recommendation accuracy, while keeping the best
individuals and removing the rest. This process is repeated
in multiple iterations until the max number of iterations is
reached. Although in this study, we consider the ratio of cor-
rect recommended hashtags as a fitness function for evaluating
the generated individuals, hyperparameter optimization can be
considered as a multi-objective problem, taking into account
the cost of training the model, memory usage, and other

criteria, such as precision, recall, and F1_score, in determining
the best individuals of the evolutionary algorithm.

G. Pseudocode

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the CKD-HR algo-
rithm. The input data is the set of n tweets used for training.
These data are accompanied by the ground truth represented
by the set of hashtags. We also provide a set of m tweets to test
the trained model (line 1). The output is the best-trained model
and the set of recommended hashtags for each tweet in the test
data (line 2). The process begins by detecting communities in
the training data using the Louvain algorithm (line 4). The
knowledge graph is then created for each detected community
(lines 5–8). The tweets with their associated knowledge graphs
are trained using deep learning by optimizing the hyperpara-
meters (lines 10–19). As a result of the training phase, the
weights of the best-trained model (best_model) are returned.
In the inference phase, the weights of the best_model for
each test tweet are passed to recommend the hashtags of that
tweet (lines 21–25). The algorithm returns both the best model
and the recommended hashtags of the test tweets (line 26).
We note that the training step, which is performed only
once regardless of the number of tweets used for inference,
is a time-consuming process that requires multiple generations
of the evolutionary process to find the optimal model. The
inference step, on the other hand, involves only one loop and
requires only a simple propagation of the learned model during
the training phase.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experimental Environment

Extensive tests were conducted to assess the perfor-
mance of the developed method using benchmark hashtag



Fig. 4. CKD-HR versus state-of-the-art solutions: accuracy on large data.

recommendation collections.1 The training, validation, and
testing sets are selected sequentially (70% for training, 10%
for validation, and 20% for testing). All algorithms have
been implemented in Python 3.7 using the Keras library for
deep learning. We also implement the community API for
community detection and Pykg2vec for knowledge graph.

For proper evaluation of recommended hashtags, both com-
putational time and accuracy are calculated. The runtime is
measured in seconds, and the accuracy is determined by
hit_rate measure, which is defined as

hit_rate =
∑

Ti∈Ttest
Correct(Ti )

|Ttest| (2)

where Correct(Ti ) is set to 1 if the set of the recommended
hashtag of Ti contains the standard hashtags of Ti . Otherwise,
its value is 0. Ttest is the set of the testing tweets.

Different tweets collections are used in the experiments (See
Table I for more details). These databases are varied from
small, large, sparse, and dense collections. Thus, some tweet
collections contain a high number of tweets, some collections

1https://www.aminer.org/data-sna

TABLE I

TWEETS COLLECTION DESCRIPTION

contain a high number of hashtags, and some others contain
both a high number of tweets and hashtags. The state-of-
the-art hashtag recommendation approaches implemented in
this study are pattern mining for hashtag recommendation
(PM-HRec) [11], and graph convolution network-based per-
sonalized hashtag recommendation (GCN-PHR) [37]. The first
approach studied the correlation by using pattern discovery in
the hashtag recommendation process. The second approach is
a graph convolution neural network for learning the hashtag
recommendation from the tweets collection.

B. CKD-HR Versus State-of-the-Art Solutions

This part of the analysis aims to validate the usage of
CKD-HR against the state-of-the-art hashtag recommendation
approaches. Figs. 2–4 evaluate the accuracy of CKD-HR deter-
mined by the rate value with the PM-HRec, and GCN-PHR
using different tweet collections. The results show the large
superiority of CKD-HR against the two baseline algorithms.
By varying the percentage of tweets from 20% to 100%,
the hit rate of the CKD-HR is higher than the two other
algorithms, whatever the scenario used as input. For instance,
with 100% of tweets on Wikipedia3 collection, the hit rate
of the baseline algorithms does not exceed 88%, whereas
the hit rate of CKD-HR is up to 92%. Figs. 3, 5, 6, and 7
demonstrate the computational processing time of CKD-HR
utilizing baseline hashtag recommendation methods and vari-
ous twitter collections. The findings show that CKD-HR out-
performs the baseline algorithms. By varying the percentage
of tweets from 20% to 100%, the processing runtime of the
CKD-HR is less than the two baseline approaches, where a
clear superiority against PM-HRec is observed. For instance,
with 100% of tweets on Wikepedia3 collection, the runtime
of PM-HRec exceeds 32 s, whereas the runtime of CKD-HR
does not exceed 10 s. The following reasons contributed to
the achievement of these results.

1) Using community discovery to learn from tweets with
similar hashtags that are strongly connected.

2) Using a knowledge graph makes it possible to deal with
multiple concepts that have the same meaning.

3) Implementing embedded deep learning on each commu-
nity of tweets allows for rapid learning of the hashtag
recommendation method.

C. Performance on Large and Big Scale Tweets Collection

Using a huge corpus of 40 000 000 tweets, Fig. 8 shows
both the accuracy and the runtime. We can conclude that the



Fig. 5. CKD-HR versus state-of-the-art solutions: runtime on small data.

Fig. 6. CKD-HR versus state-of-the-art solutions: runtime on medium data.

baseline solutions take more time to process 40 000 000 tweets
than our approach. This is especially true for the pattern
discovery-based approach, which needs to extract all relevant
patterns to explore the correlation between tweets, while our
approach only needs to apply community detection to find the
correlated tweets. Moreover, regardless of the circumstances
used in the experiment, our solution outperforms both methods
in terms of accuracy. These results support the application
of the proposed method to the current hashtag suggestion
problem.

D. Case Study

This study focuses on the output results showing the
hashtags recommended by CKD-HR. This case study focuses
on three topics: health, movies, and sports-related tweets.
Table II shows that the proposed approach can recommend
interesting hashtags, such as #afl15 for sports, which interprets
the performance of the Arizona Fall League (AFL) baseball
team in 2015. Our approach derives important knowledge
from tagged tweets and computes semantic similarity using the
knowledge graphs of the created communities, which explains
these results.

V. FUNDING, LIMITATION, AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

This section presents the primary funding of this article
and its shortcomings and future prospects. The following is
a summary of the primary funding for the combination of
community detection, knowledge graphs, and deep learning:

1) Studying correlation analysis between the collection of
tweets is beneficial for the entire hashtag recommen-
dation pipeline. This allows us to form communities

TABLE II

CASE STUDY OF CKD-HR APPROACH

that are homogeneous and strongly connected, which is
beneficial for the learning process. By simply examin-
ing comparable concepts, the deep learning model can
be easily trained. For example, if the entire network
contains tweets about sports, politics, and science, it is
good to identify three communities, each describing a
particular concept (sports, politics, and science).

2) The use of knowledge graphs and a common knowledge
base between communities enables the selection of the
most relevant tweets and the use of deep models to
recommend appropriate hashtags for tweets that are not
labeled. In a heterogeneous environment, this gives the
most relevant tweets and models.

3) This research improves both the semantic and deep
learning sides. We can accurately identify the tweets and
modes needed for the recommendation process using the
knowledge graph created by removing irrelevant tweets
and models. In addition, community building helps to
improve the performance of the training processes of
the different deep learning models.

In the future, several directions could be explored to address
the CKD-HR solution and further improve the hashtag recom-
mendation process.

1) Improving the Community Detection Step: Commu-
nity detection aims to classify highly correlated tweets



Fig. 7. CKD-HR versus state-of-the-art solutions: runtime on large data.

into the same community. Even though Louvain’s algo-
rithm is considered one of the state-of-the-art commu-
nity detection algorithms, this algorithm is not suitable
for processing large-scale graph data and is very sensi-
tive to the number of communities. Moreover, it cannot
handle overlapping communities where each node/user
may be in more than one community. To overcome these
limitations, additional techniques can be used to identify
homogeneous communities. In the future, it may be
interesting to merge different decomposition techniques
with the one presented here. Some examples are pure
partitioning [38], fuzzy partitioning [39], or pattern
mining [11]. Another option is to develop a method
to automatically regulate the number of communities.
Using multiple runs to find the best value for the number
of communities is not very efficient in practice. One
method to solve this problem is to create a knowledge
base that contains each social training network configu-
ration with the best value for the number of communities
and then analyze the meta-features of the social network
configuration (number of users, number of hashtags,
number of tweets, times of published tweets, and so

Fig. 8. Performance analysis on large-scale tweets collection.

on) and the best values for the number of communities.
In this way, the optimal number of communities for a
new social network can be automatically predicted.

2) Improving the Recommendation Step: Even though
CKD-HR has improved runtime performance, process-
ing large collections of tweets still takes a lot of time.
To address this limitation, we plan to integrate high-
performance computing, such as graphical processor
units [40] and supercomputing [41], as future work.
The community discovery step creates communities
that can be handled by separate jobs while meet-
ing high-performance computing requirements, such as
synchronization, communication, memory management,
and load balancing. Therefore, developing effective load
balancing solutions is an important issue. One way to
address this problem is to develop tools that allow
the identification of homogeneous groups based on the
number of users and tweets. Another way is to develop
new community matching tools to identify groupings
with a similar number of users and tweets. Another way
to optimize the whole recommendation process is to use
the proposed framework with MapReduce.



VI. CONCLUSION

This research presents a cognitive-based deep learning
approach for hashtag recommendations based on distributed
knowledge graphs. Community detection, knowledge graphs,
and deep learning are used in the developed methodology.
It starts with the identification of homogeneous communities
in the social network. Each community contains users who
share similar tweets and hashtags. The hashtag recommen-
dation process is then learned for each community using
deep learning. The knowledge graphs with shared knowledge
bases between communities are constructed with the goal of
highlighting the semantic relationships between user com-
munities on the Twitter platform while accurately selecting
relevant groups for recommending hashtags for the new user’s
nontagged tweets. Extensive experiments were conducted to
thoroughly demonstrate the usefulness of our method using
different collections of tweets. The experimental results show
the efficiency of the proposed approach compared with the
baseline approaches in terms of both runtime and accuracy.
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